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Synopsis We extract large-angle elastic differential cross sections (DCSs) for electrons scattering from partially
aligned O+2 and CO
+
2 molecules using rescattering photoelectrons generated by infrared laser pulses. The extracted
DCSs are in good agreement with those calculated theoretically, demonstrating that accurate DCSs for electron-
ion scattering can be extracted from the laser-induced rescattering spectra.
Rescattering of electrons produced by intense
ultrafast laser pulses is of current interest due
to the possibility of using the returning elec-
trons for self-imaging the target. Recently, it has
been demonstrated that elastic differential cross
sections (DCSs) for scattering of free electrons
from atomic ions can be accurately extracted
from the momentum distributions of high-energy
rescattering photoelectrons. [1] In this report, we
demonstrate the extraction of DCSs of partially
aligned molecules with a wide range of electron
momentum. The spectra are recorded for ran-
domly oriented free molecules. But the highest
occupied molecular orbitals of O2 and CO2 have
¼g symmetry and thus have lobes at » 45± rela-
tive to the molecular axis. As a result field ion-
ization by the intense laser predominantly occurs
for the molecules aligned at » 45± relative to the
laser polarization vector.
In the experiment we covered a very wide
range of laser intensities from 7 £ 1013 W/cm2
to 1:2 £ 1015 W/cm2 using three different pulse
widths. At the lowest laser intensities, we used
100 fs laser pulses. For higher laser intensities,
shorter pulse durations (35fs and 10fs) are used,
in order to reduce the effect of depletion of the
sample molecules.
Figure 1 shows the experimentally extracted
and theoretically calculated elastic DCSs for
scattering of free electrons from partially aligned
O+2 and CO
+
2 . [2] We extract the angular distri-
bution of the cross section for each momentum
at the time of recollision from the experimen-
tal electron momentum distributions by follow-
ing the procedure proposed by Chen et al. [3] The
experimental DCSs are normalized to the theo-
retical ones at a fixed angle (µr = 160±). The
extracted DCSs are in good agreement with ab
initio results, confirming the validity of the ex-
traction procedure. The work supported in part
by JST, JSPS, MEXT, IMRAM, Matsuo foun-
dation, DOE, and Welch foundation.
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Figure 1. Experimental and theoretical elastic
DCSs for scattering of free electrons from partially
aligned O+2 and CO
+
2 . The theoretical results were
obtained by a convolution with MO-ADK angle-
dependent ionization rates.
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